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                              House of Reps

                                        March 14, 1834
My Dear George
                            I thank you for your
kind letter of the 10th  and cannot feel
otherwise than gratified by the many flattering
expressions it contains. Tho’ fully sensible
of the partiality with which you would
                             of mine
regard any performance ^ – The remarks
I know have no particular merit – but the
time the circumstances & the manner considered
I believe I did myself no discredit in the
estimation of my friends or of the House generally –
         I am exceedingly sorry that your winter
at Augusta did not prove more agreeable
 Mr Smiths opinions with regard to matters
then corresponds with your own – With regard
to the proceedings generally, the responsibility
is with the majority, and of consequence the
only way is to justify as far as possible



and make the best of the residue ––
                    With regard to your individual
disappointment I am much vexed tho’ you
say correctly that “there are more roads
than one which lead to Jerusalem” and I am
inclined to think, that the very circumstance
which we both regret at present [?] eventuated
in your personal advantage – I have become
strongly attached to Smith – His room is on the
same floor, directly opposite to mine and we
have lived together thus far much as you &
myself did during the summer of 1826 – but
he has one nearer & more agreeable now – a beautiful
and interesting young wife – However I suppose he
will not cut my acquaintance entirely. I like
Frank the more because I am sure he is a
faithful efficient & determined friend of yours
   I heard some time since that the geographical
division of parties to which you allude might
take place – but indications at present are
more favorable both at the South and
among our friends here –  A great change is
going on in Virginia in favor of the Administration
and against the proceedings of the Legislature and



my own opinion is from the best lights
of which I have been able to avail myself
that the next election in the “old Dominion”
will be one of triumph to what we call the
Democrat party – I have received letters
from Jane expressing deep regret that
she saw so little of Mrs P. during her sojourn
at Brunswick – but her health is extremely
delicate making it necessary for her to
avoid the slightest exposure –  I wish she
would make you a short visit  She
would enjoy it so much –  but such is the [page torn]
precarious state of her health that she [page torn]
perhaps hardly think of leaving Brunswick
till she takes her departure for N. Hampshire –
            Give my kindest regards to Mrs Pierce
               and believe me always
                                      Truly your friend
                                                     Frank Pierce
Geo W. Pierce Esq

There have been laid upon my table this morning the
reports of the majority & minority of the Committee of Ways
& Means – I have not yet read them but send
you a copy of each


